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Increasingly, we live in a world where we are being manipulated. There is no shortage of would be
manipulators, starting from advertizing, continuing in the mass media, and ending with our elected
governments, in a strange role reversal. After all, we are supposed to be influencing our politicians, not
the other way around. Yet governments of all stripes have ever-increasing budgets for public relations,
and show themselves to be keen on controlling what information goes out to the public of their
dealings, and when. Mid-summer and late Friday announcements of controversial decisions are the
order, not the exception. Instead of taking direction from the democratic base, governments see
themselves as leaders of the people. Instead of executing the promises they have been elected on, they
speak of having to make tough decisions, tough, because they go against what is often in the best
interest of the public. Perennial examples of such tough decisions are cuts made to health, education,
social services, programs that safeguard public safety and impose some control over individuals, who
lobby (not to say bribe) them. Alas, these “individuals” nowadays are not people at all, but international
corporations. So governments routinely speak of selling their programs to the electorate. These
programs, more often than not, do not serve the interest of the public well. We become like so many
Kermits, keen on being green, governed by the unseen hands of advertizing, mass media, governments
and international corporations, all governed by dollars and cents, not good or common sense. Sad.
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REMINDER
Alzheimer's Walk for Memories Sunday, January 25th 2014 at the Tournament
Capital Centre. If you would like to do a donation you can donate on line to the
KARESS Team. Kamloops Administrators, Retirees, Educators and Support Staff.

KRTA Life
In February Patricia Clough

Back in January, 2014...

gave an excellent presentation, explaining the
status of the pension fund, pointing out that our
pensions are self-supporting dispelling the myth
that we are a burden on the public.

Carolynne Miller and Sheila Park presented a most
interesting and informative program about River
Cruising. They had a photo presentation to show,
about their recent cruise on the Danube River, but
also talked about other cruise possibilities. They
commented on the positives and negatives of River
Cruising and gave some suggestions of companies
that offer such vacation possibilities.
Submitted by Donna Sharpe

Shelia Park and Carolyn Miller is being thanked
for their presentation by Susan Legault
Picture by Donna Sharpe

In March the silent auction took place again and
we hosted our bursary recipients, Kerri Longholt
and Jennifer Bakusta. R. R. smith recipient Travis
Unsworth was unable to attend.

Jim Fernelli asked for volunteers to come and
help celebrate the birthdays of individuals housed
in care homes. He and his group is involved in a
program designed along recreational therapy lines.
There is quite a cross section of people being
served from the mildly to the severely needy
housed in these caring institutions, who are well
served by a volunteer group under Jim's direction.

In April, Marienne Trestain took us on a Mystery Tour we won't soon forget. Once more the
old Tranquille facility is under new management. The aims and aspirations of the new owners can only
be applauded. A lot of people have developed ties to the place over the years as the place served
variously as a farm, a mill, a port, a veterans' TB hospital, and a mental health institution before it
closed. One way or another thriving communities existed there, before the place was allowed to fall to
ruin. A major revitalization and rebuilding is taking place there and the plans include a working farm
with a market, a retirement community, a platform for hobby clubs ranging from antique cars to theater
groups. The place sits on an aquifer capable of producing millions of gallons of potable water for years
to come. It is large enough for three different micro climates to exist side by side, allowing for different
crops to be grown. We walked and rode around the premises aided by informative guides
knowledgeable about farming and history alike. Good weather and sunshine no doubt enhanced the trip
but the enthusiasm of the people seemed bright enough to cheer even the rainiest of days. Marianne has
been organizing these tours for several years now and deserves a big Thank You from all of us. Her
tours have been popular and always engaging. This one was no exception. Thanks Marianne!

In September we canceled the gleeful first day of school coffee party for lack of sufficient interest.
However we had a good turnout for the luncheon, catered by Moon Wok with top quality Chinese food
aplenty. As usual, there was no formal program, but a lot to catch up on. Alwylda von Ryswick was
once again looking for volunteers, pictured on the left and Glenda Miles thanked us for supporting
McQueen Lake.

Alwylda speaks

Glenda Miles and Donna Walsh

Advertisement
It is easy to get around and near a light
rail transit. There are also many buses and
tours to surrounding destinations.
I rent a bedroom and bathroom for
$ 30 a night. Washer and dryer are available,
I use the clothes line.
Our small community center has a
swimming pool, dance hall, library and pool
table. Line dancing, quilt making, woman’s
luncheons, games nights, cowboy jam
sessions and pot luck socials.
If you want the whole place for
Sharon Olsen 250-376-8538
February,
it's $ 1,000. Children are
In Poenix 1-480-271-2674
welcome, but no pets. There are lots of birds
and rabbits. I am sure you will have a
I have a lovely small home in Phoenix,
Arizona. It is in the suburb of Apache Junction. wonderful time!

Food for Thought
Your Editor has been reading David Suzuki's articles over the summer, and prepared an abridged digest
of the most salient ones. Behold:

A) Measuring progress with GDP is a gross mistake
Governments, media and much of the public are preoccupied with the economy. That means demands
such as those for recognition of First Nations treaty rights and environmental protection are often seen
as impediments to the goal of maintaining economic growth. The gross domestic product has become a
sacred indicator of well-being. Ask corporate CEOs and politicians how they did last year and they’ll
refer to the rise or fall of the GDP.
It’s a strange way to measure either economic or social well-being. The GDP was developed as a way
to estimate economic activity by measuring the value of all transactions for goods and services. But
even Simon Kuznets, an American economist and pioneer of national income measurement, warned in
1934 that such measurements say little about “the welfare of the nation.” He understood there’s more to
life than the benefits that come from spending money...To illustrate the GDP’s limitations as an
indicator of well-being, suppose a fire breaks out at the Darlington nuclear facility near Toronto and
issues a cloud of radioactivity that blows over the city, causing hundreds of cases of radiation sickness.
All the ambulances, doctors, medicines and hospital beds will jack up the GDP. And if people die,
funeral services, hearses, flowers, gravediggers and lawyers will stimulate GDP growth. In the end,
cleaning up the Darlington mess would cost billions and produce a spike in the GDP.
Extreme weather-related events, such as flooding and storms, can also contribute to increases in GDP,
as resources are brought in to deal with the mess. Damage done by Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy and
the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico added tens of billions to the GDP. If GDP growth is our highest
aspiration, we should be praying for more weather catastrophes and oil spills.
…Gross national product counts air pollution and cigarette advertising, and ambulances to clear our
highways of carnage. It counts special locks for our doors and the jails for the people who break them.
It counts the destruction of the redwood and the loss of our natural wonder in chaotic sprawl. It counts
napalm and counts nuclear warheads and armored cars for the police to fight the riots in our cities ...
and the television programs which glorify violence in order to sell toys to our children.
“Yet the gross national product does not allow for the health of our children, the quality of their
education or the joy of their play. It does not include the beauty of our poetry or the strength of our
marriages, the intelligence of our public debate or the integrity of our public officials. It measures
neither our wit nor our courage, neither our wisdom nor our learning, neither our compassion nor our
devotion to our country. It measures everything in short, except that which makes life worthwhile.”
We deserve better indicators of societal well-being that extend beyond mere economic
growth. ..Whatever we come up with, it has to be better than GDP with its absurd emphasis on endless
growth on a finite planet.

B) Trading water for fuel is fracking crazy
It would be difficult to live without oil and gas. But it would be impossible to live without water. Yet, in
our mad rush to extract and sell every drop of gas and oil as quickly as possible, we’re trading precious
water for fossil fuels.

A recent report, “Hydraulic Fracturing and Water Stress”, shows the severity of the problem. Alberta
and B.C. are among eight North American regions examined in the studt by Ceres, a U.S.-based
nonprofit advocating for sustainability leadership.
One of the most disturbing findings is that hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, is using enormous amounts
of water in areas that can scarcely afford it. A quarter of Alberta wells are in areas with medium to high
water stress...Because of lack of information from industry and inconsistencies in water volume
reporting, Ceres’ Western Canada data analysis “represents a very small proportion of the overall
activity taking place.” Researchers determined, though, that Alberta fracking operations have started
using more “brackish/saline” groundwater instead of freshwater. The report cautions that this practice
needs more study “given the potential for brackish water to be used in the future for drinking water”
and the fact that withdrawing salty groundwater “can also adversely impact interconnected freshwater
resources.”
Although B.C. fracking operations are now mainly in low water stress regions, reduced precipitation
and snowpack, low river levels and even drought conditions in some areas – likely because of climate
change – raise concerns about the government’s plan to rapidly expand the industry. The report cites a
“lack of regulation around groundwater withdrawals” and cumulative impacts on First Nations lands as
issues with current fracking.
Ceres’ study only looks at fracking impacts on freshwater supplies, and offers recommendations to
reduce those, including recycling water, using brackish or waste water, strengthening regulations and
finding better ways to dispose of fracking waste water. But the drilling method comes with other
environmental problems, from groundwater contamination to massive ecosystem and habitat disruption
– even small earth tremors – all done in the name of short-term gain.
In the short term, we must realize that we have better ways to create jobs and build the economy than
holding an “everything must go” sale on our precious resources. In the longer term, we must rethink
our outdated economic systems, which were devised for times when resources were plentiful and
infrastructure was scarce. Our highest priorities must be the air we breathe, the water we drink, the soil
that provides food and the biodiversity that keeps us alive and healthy.
By David Suzuki with contributions from David Suzuki Foundation Senior Editor Ian Hanington

C) Suzuki on Cars
Cars directly kill and hurt more people every year than most diseases, resulting in 1.5 million deaths
and 78 million injuries needing medical care, according to the World Bank. Road injury is the eighth
leading cause of death worldwide. Pollution from cars also causes acute and chronic health problems
that often result in premature death — from heart disease and stroke to respiratory illness and lung
cancer. The article continues, "Since we can't recall every car all at once and redesign the entire
country, there are at least things we can do to make it less bad. Significantly reduce speed limits. Make
drivers pay the full cost of infrastructure construction and maintenance through the gas tax. Build the
cost of medical care for those millions of injured by cars into the price of gas. Invest in walkable cities
and alternative forms of transport."
That should about do it, methinks. If only the very rich could afford to buy cars they could roam
free, unencumbered by traffic. I can't help but think, however that, the rich being rich and powerful,
soon there would be a strong lobby against the high cost of driving, and ways would be found to shift
the burden to the pedestrian poor, who would be to blame for all the accidents, being that hugely
increased numbers of them would insist on crossing the roads. Ed.

D) The Washington Post's Mensa Invitational once again invited readers to take any word from
the dictionary, alter it by adding, subtracting, or changing one letter, and supply a new definition.
Here are the winners: Cashtration (n.):The act of buying a house, which renders the subject
financially impotent for an indefinite period of time.Ignoranus:A person who's both stupid and an
asshole. Intaxicaton: Euphoria at getting a tax refund, which lasts until you realize it was your money
to start with. Reintarnation: Coming back to life as a hillbilly. Bozone (n.):The substance surrounding
stupid people that stops bright ideas from penetrating. The bozone layer, unfortunately, shows little sign
of breaking down in the near future. Foreploy: Any misrepresentation about yourself for the purpose of
getting laid Giraffiti:Vandalism spray-painted very, very high. Sarchasm: The gulf between the author
of sarcastic wit and the person who doesn't get it. Inoculatte: To take coffee intravenously when you
are running late. Osteopornosis: A degenerate disease. (This one got extra credit) Karmageddon:It's
like, when everybody is sending off all these really bad vibes, right? And then, like, the Earth explodes
and it's like, a serious bummer. Decafalon(n):The grueling event of getting through the day consuming
only things that are good for you. Glibido: All talk and no action. Dopeler Effect: The tendency of
stupid ideas to seem smarter when they come at you rapidly. Arachnoleptic Fit (n.): The frantic dance
performed just after you've accidentally walked through a spider web. Beelzebug (n.):Satan in the form
of a mosquito, that gets into your bedroom at three in the morning and cannot be cast out.
Caterpallor (n.): The color you turn after finding half a worm in the fruit you're eating.
E) The Washington Post has also published the winning submissions to its yearly contest, in
which readers are asked to supply alternate meanings for common words. And the winners are:
1.Coffee, n. The person upon whom one coughs. Flabbergasted, adj. Appalled by discovering how
much weight one has gained. Abdicate, v. To give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach.
Esplanade, v. To attempt an explanation while drunk. Willy-nilly, adj. Impotent. Negligent, adj.
Absentmindedly answering the door when wearing only a nightgown. Lymph, v. To walk with a lisp.
Gargoyle, n. Olive-flavored mouthwash. Flatulence, n. Emergency vehicle that picks up someone who
has been run over by a steamroller. Balderdash, n. A rapidly receding hairline. Testicle, n. A humorous
question on an exam. Rectitude, n. The formal, dignified bearing adopted by proctologists. Pokemon,
n. A Rastafarian proctologist. Oyster, n. A person who sprinkles his conversation with Yiddishisms.
Frisbeetarianism, n. The belief that, after death, the soul flies up onto the roof and gets stuck there.
Circumvent, n. An opening in the front of boxer shorts worn by Jewish men.

F) The New World Order in action or just a smear campaign in the name of
Democracy against an actually working democracy in the E. U. ?
The “indictment” referenced below is a desperate attempt by the former communists who remained
in the early post-communist era in complete control of virtually all source of power and influence in
Hungary, having retained their comrades in control of all major institutions such as the judiciary, the
bureaucracy, banking, law enforcement, broadcasting, all the way to the Academy of Sciences, to
besmear the Orban government that has been elected democratically by a landslide as “undemocratic”
because it is – after some twenty years – has got rid of the Communist constitution for a new one, and
is finally attempting to remove the Maffia like comrades from the power they have so badly abused.
These comrades, who were serving as the instruments of Soviet communism in the country under
Soviet occupation, instituted ”a regime change” as the Soviet troops were leaving, and offered
themselves to the West as deal making businessmen. As such they proceeded by conspiracy among
themselves to pass state-owned establishments to themselves under the guise of “privatization.” Since
under the communist regime they had position but no money, they had to devise a way to obtain money

to “purchase” formerly state owned companies for themselves. This was accomplished by obtaining
huge loans from their comrades in banking without collateral, causing the bank to collapse. Next, they
called on their comrades as experts who determined the value of the asset – in most cases so far below
its actual value, that large profits could be made when they were resold, even at bargain basement
prices to Western corporations, all eager to expand their markets. Indeed, the factories, etc. thus
purchased then were quickly sold at fire sale prices to foreign companies, most of them Internationals.
These companies quickly closed down huge factories, laying off hundreds of thousands of workers in
the process. For example, a large state-owned Hungarian firm, Tunsgram, had been supplying 1/5 of
the European market with light bulbs. It employed some 80, 000 workers. General Electric has bought
the factory, laid off the workers, used the facility as a warehouse for GE light bulbs, and took over 1/5
of the European market for light bulbs. This story repeated itself so many times that most of Budapest's
workers found themselves without a job. The former communist – now turned capitalist leadership,
perhaps to to avoid riots, declared most of these workers infirm and put them on a generous disability
pension at the state's expense. Not surprisingly, this has ruined the Hungarian economy which now had
to take on this huge burden of disability payments. These workers continue to be a huge drain on the
Hungarian economy.
The comrades sold everything salable this way, including the utilities to foreign companies, in this
case mostly French, who quickly introduced rate hikes, charging as much as five times what they were
charging their domestic customers. In the space of a very short time Hungary had more millionaires per
capita than any European country. At the same time the manufacturing sector has disappeared This is
the case today, as the comrades in law enforcement never investigated their comrades in crime, the
comrades in the courts never sentenced them, and the comrades in the press kept the attention of the
public away from what was happening. Then prime minister Ferenc Gyurcsany famously claimed that
“the Hungarian economy is thundering.” A few months later, he was caught on tape telling his
comrades that they had in fact done nothing, except “lying morning, noon and night.”
When riots broke out in response, they reacted with police brutality the like of which Europe has not
seen. Water cannons, viper sticks, rubber bullets at eye level were fired in a great show of force.
Hooligans were hired to thresh the TV station to justify the use of force. Masses of peaceful protesters
were arrested, tried and sentenced. Once again, the Courts were used as instruments of intimidation and
vengeance, just like these same judges had been using them under the communist dictatorship. They
then proceeded to buy themselves votes by taking up huge loans from international financial
institutions, such as the IMF, to finance such programs as “the thirteenth month's pay.” Still, their
credibility was gone and they suffered a defeat in 2010. In came Victor Orban with a 2/3 majority,
swiftly introducing a new constitution, and attempting to put the country back on its feet, getting rid of
the debt to the IMF, buying back the utilities companies from the French and, sin of sins, taxing the
banks. The Orban government has a lot more to do to to rid the country of the comrades, but that the
country is behind him has been confirmed by the recent reelection of the Orban government, with a two
thirds majority again. Most recently the Comrades were ousted from civic governance as well. The
former communists, who had so much power to lose and a call to account for their deeds to fear, are
making a concerted effort to discredit Orban and his government, working hard to shape Western public
opinion and resist change. How? Not surprisingly by “lying morning, noon, and night,” this time to
their Western friends. They are championing democracy ostensibly in the Hungarian's cause against a
government that has twice won a large majority in highly scrutinized democratic elections. Clearly, the
judges that have served the former communist dictatorships need to be retired from office, but there
they are, an aging cadre of communist comrades, protecting their comrades from being brought to
justice, twenty-plus years after the fall of Communism. Now there is a huge hue and cry being raised in
the Western media against supposed “age discrimination” in “fascist” Hungary, aimed at keeping these
judges in their posts. The new non-communist Constitution has become their main target. In a typical
article below, the champion of democracy dismisses back to back 2/3 democratic election wins in

Hungary, insinuating that the Hungarian electorate of today is fascist and antisemitic like the Germans
who supported Hitler. Hungary was hauled to the floor at the E. U. to explain a constitution that many
constitutional experts hail as exemplary. The aging former Communist judges were kept. Here is a
typical, well spinned effort to discredit the replacement of the Communist Constitution with a
democratic one in Hungary, aiming to free the country at long last from the oppressive Communist and
post-communist regimes of the comrades: http://www.hungariancharter.com/chdc-indictment.php

G) Psst! More than just debris is arriving to the West Coast from the Fukushima plant in
Japan. In an Internet forward I read, among other things: “Here in Victoria, B. C., I watched our
local City website called the CRD "http://www.crd.bc.ca/" test our shores for radiation. Each day a new
level of radiation testing came in and the "safe level" was increased to compensate for the steep rise.
Eventually the testing was shut down and determined by the CRD that radiation was no longer a threat.
This was after the testing started at level 5 and was last tested at 375 before it was shut down. Please
pass it on, because our 'civil servants' won't.”
Your editor checked out the information and found a BBC report at this link
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-23779561 that suggests a continuing worsening of
the nuclear threat from the Japanese disaster. Enormous quantities of water are being used (and
contaminated) every day to cool the reactors which are stored in leaking storage tanks. The article
shows satellite images of these tanks proliferating endlessly on the site. "The ongoing problems at the
Fukushima plant increased in recent days when the Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco) admitted
that around 300 tonnes of highly radioactive water had leaked from a storage tank on the site.” We now
know that the debris from the disaster has reached the West Coast, but are not hearing about the
radioactive contamination. Adds the article: “But some nuclear experts are concerned that the problem
is a good deal worse than either Tepco or the Japanese government are willing to admit.”
Indeed, we hear little in the news of where and how the nuclear-contaminated seawater has been
spreading Yet the information is readily available on the internet with satellite imaging and maps like
the one below:

The government thinking on the subject seems to be not to alarm people, for who knows what
panicked people might do? Panic won't help the situation, that is true. On the other hand, there is
obvious fallacy in the assumption that “what they don't know won't hurt them,” no? What has happened
to the citizen's right to know if his/her health is in danger?

(H) BOOK REVIEW by Norm Moss
What Makes Olga Run? The Mystery of the 90 Something Track Star and what she can teach us about
living longer. Bruce Grierson, 2014. Random House, Biography and Index
Amazon (hardcover) $18.77, Chapters $30.00
We can all do something about aging. Olga started to do something at age 77 by taking up track and
field. Olga lives in West Vancouver and was an elementary teacher in the 1940's. In 2004, the year she
turned 90, she set 20 senior world records. She believes deeply in her systems for good health and high
performance - from diet (very little processed food) to deep breathing, to her auto-message techniques.
Many will scoff at her abilities and say she "just has good genes," but modern DNA research shows that
25 percent of our potential comes from genes and between 70 and 75 percent comes from lifestyle. She
is a thoroughgoing optimist believing she will be competing at 100. In addition to her good genes, lots
of sleep, and the right attitude, she works her brain as well as her body. She suggest you: play games,
learn a language, make notes of your mistakes and exercise. Olga has nine rules for living a longer,
happier life. To name three of her nine rules: Don't do it if you don't love it, do good (doing good
doesn't just feel good, it works!), and begin NOW! In later life we are rested, restful, and ready to go.
Being healthy, aging well, is to a large degree a choice. Choose Olga's ideas! You have nothing to lose
and everything to gain in the years to come. [Since then Olga has passed, but she passed a champion!]

Worthy Quotes on Health and Doctors from around the World
“Go

to the Doctor! Illness you shall find.” (Vietnamese proverb) * “Medical science is so advanced few
people die nowadays without a doctor's help.” (M. Kupecky) * “As long as the patient is alive, the
doctor is always right. Only the postmortem can prove them wrong.” (R. Gordon) * “If there is no
change in your condition, time to change your doctor.” (P. G. Cesbron) * “If we spoke less of illness,
people would be healthier.” (J. Anouilh) * “Medical Science has taken such great steps that practically
no one is found healthy.” (A. Huxley) * An impatient doctor is like the appendix: not only is he ever in
an excited state, he is also superfluous.” (R. Koch) * Sometimes it seems nature afflicts only short term
illnesses on people, but the doctors have acquired the art of lengthening them.” (M. Proust) * Healthy
people are only those, who not yet know that they are ill.” (D. Radovic) * “When a doctor names your
ailment, he knows what is wrong with you.” (A. Bloch) * “Every doctor is able to cure you – at least of
your illusions of medicine.” (J. Sekera) * “Lawyers and doctors are of the same ilk, the difference is
that while a lawyer skins you alive, the doctor snuffs you out.” (A. P. Chekhov) * “If the operation has
been done, no one can prove that it has been completely superfluous.” (G. B. Shaw) * “Healthy is he
who is always hurting in a different place.” (M. Twain) * “Sclerosis is the best ailment: it does not hurt
and every day you discover something new.” (Aurelius Augustinus) * “The doctors are lucky: upon
their successes the Sun shines, their mistakes are covered by the earth.” (Latin proverb)

Redneck commentary
I changed my car horn to gun shot sounds. People move out of the way much faster now. You can
tell a lot about a woman's mood just by her hands. If they are holding a gun, she's probably angry.
Gone are the days when girls used to cook like their mothers. Now they drink like their fathers. You
know that tingly little feeling you get when you really like someone? That's common sense leaving
your body. I don't like making plans for the day because then the word "premeditated" get's thrown
around in the courtroom. I didn't make it to the gym today. That makes five years in a row. Dear
paranoid people who check behind shower curtains for murderers, if you find one, what's your plan?

The Funny Page strikes again!

A picture essay

They Walk Among Us!
Some guy bought a new fridge for his house. To get rid of his old fridge, he put it in his front yard and
hung a sign on it saying: 'Free to good home. You want it, you take it.' For three days the fridge sat
there without anyone looking twice. He eventually decided that people were too mistrustful of this deal.
So he changed the sign to read: 'Fridge for sale $50.' The next day someone stole it! * One day I was
walking down the beach with some friends when someone shouted: 'Look at that dead bird!' Someone
looked up at the sky and said...'where?' They walk among us! * While looking at a house, my brother
asked the Estate agent which direction was north because he didn't want the sun waking him up every
morning. She asked, 'Does the sun rise in the north?' My brother explained that the sun rises in the east
and has for some time. She shook her head and said, 'Oh, I don't keep up with all that stuff...' My
colleague and I were eating our lunch in our cafeteria, when we overheard an admin girl talking about
the sunburn she got on her weekend drive to the beach. She drove down in a convertible, but said
she 'didn't think she'd get sunburned because the car was moving'. They Walk Among Us! My sister has
a lifesaving tool in her car, which is designed to cut through a seat belt, if she gets trapped. She keeps it
in the car trunk. * I couldn't find my luggage at the airport baggage area and went to the lost luggage
office and reported the loss. The woman there smiled and told me not to worry because she was a
trained professional and said I was in good hands. 'Now,' she asked me, 'Has your plane arrived yet?'...
(I work with professionals like this.) They Walk Among Us! While working at a pizza parlor I observed
a man ordering a small pizza to go. He appeared to be alone and the cook asked him if he would like it
cut into 4 pieces or 6. He thought about it for some time then said 'Just cut it into 4 pieces; I don't think
I'm hungry enough to eat 6 pieces. They Walk Among Us! And last, but not least: TRUE STORY: A
noted psychiatrist was a guest speaker at an academic function where Nancy Pelosi happened to appear.

Ms. Pelosi took the opportunity to schmooze the good doctor a bit and asked him a question with which
he was most at ease. 'Would you mind telling me, Doctor,' she asked, 'how you detect a mental
deficiency in somebody who appears completely normal?' 'Nothing is easier,' he replied. 'You ask a
simple question which anyone should answer with no trouble. If the person hesitates, that puts you on
the track..' 'What sort of question?' asked Pelosi. Well, you might ask, 'Captain Cook made three trips
around the world and died during one of them. Which one?'' Pelosi thought a moment, and then said
with a nervous laugh, 'You wouldn't happen to have another example would you? I must confess I don't
know much about history.' Sadly, they walk among us! You can't fix stupid. But hey, our politicians are
much smarter than that, eh?

Poetry corner
Who does this remind you of?
I have a little GPS
I've had it all my life.
It's better than the normal ones:
My GPS is my wife.

I'm sure no other driver
Has so helpful a device,
For when we leave and lock the car
It still gives its advice.

It gives me full instructions
Especially on how to drive:
"It's sixty km an hour,"
"You're doing sixty five."

It fills me up with counseling.
Each journey's pretty fraught.
So why don't I exchange it
and get a quieter sort?

It tells me when to stop and start
And when to use the brake,
and tells me that it's never, ever
safe to overtake.

Ah well, you see, it cleans the house,
makes sure I'm properly fed,
it washes all my shirts and things,
and - lets me have a shed!

It tells me when a light is red,
and when it goes to green,
it seems to know instinctively
just when to intervene.

Despite all these advantages
and my tendency to scoff,
I do wish that once in a while
I just could turn it off!

It lists the vehicles just in front,
and all those to the rear,
and taking this into account
It specifies my gear.

By Brian Thompson
(With a slightly altered last line as Brian
wanted to “turn the ----------- thing off.”)

For Pun Lovers
Lexophile" is a word used to describe those that love using words in rather unique ways, such as "you
can tune a piano, but you can't tuna fish", or "to write with a broken pencil is pointless." A competition
to see who can come up with the best one is held every year. This year's winning submission is posted
at the very end.
When fish are in schools, they sometimes take debate. * When the smog lifts in Los Angeles U.C.L.A.

The batteries were given out free of charge. * A dentist and a manicurist married. They fought tooth
and nail. * A will is a dead giveaway. * With her marriage, she got a new name and a dress. * A boiled
egg is hard to beat. * When you've seen one shopping Center you've seen a mall. * Police were called
to a day care Center where a three-year-old was resisting a rest. * Did you hear about the fellow
whose whole left side was cut off? He's all right now. * A bicycle can't stand alone; it is two tired. *
When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds. * The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine is
now fully recovered. * He had a photographic memory which was never developed. * When she saw
her first strands of gray hair she thought she'd dye. * Acupuncture is a jab well done. That's the point of
it. And the cream of the wretched crop: Those who get too big for their pants will be exposed in the
end.

A golden years story
After a meeting several days ago, I couldn't find my keys. I quickly gave myself a personal "TSA Pat
Down." They weren't in my pockets. Suddenly I realized I must have left them in the car. Frantically, I
headed for the parking lot. My husband has scolded me many times for leaving my keys in the car's
ignition. He's afraid that the car could be stolen. As I looked around the parking lot, I realized he was
right. The parking lot was empty. I immediately called the police. I gave them my location, confessed
that I had left my keys in the car, and that it had been stolen. Then I made the most difficult call of all
to my husband: "I left my keys in the car and it's been stolen." There was a moment of silence. I thought
the call had been disconnected, but then I heard his voice. "Are you kidding me?" he barked, "I
dropped you off!" Now it was my turn to be silent. Embarrassed, I said, "Well, come and get me." He
retorted, "I will, as soon as I convince this cop that I didn't steal your car !" Welcome to the golden
years..............speaking of which here is a tip: Stop calling the toilet the John and call it Jim instead.
That way you can say: “I went to the Jim six times this morning!”

What's up with up?
This two-letter word in English has more meanings than any other two-letter word, and that word is
up. It is listed in the dictionary as an [adv], [prep] [adj], [n] or [v]. It's easy to understand up meaning
toward the sky or at the top of the list, but when we awaken in the morning, why do we wake up? At a
meeting, why does a topic come up? Why do we speak up and why are the officers up for election (if
there is a tie, it is a toss up) and why is it up to the secretary to write up a report? We call up our
friends, brighten up a room, polish up the silver, warm up the leftovers and clean up the kitchen. We
lock up the house and fix up the old car.
At other times, this little word has real special meaning. People stir up trouble, line up or tickets,
work up an appetite, and think up excuses. To be dressed is one thing, but to be dressed up is special.
And this up is confusing. A drain must be opened up because it is blocked up. We open up a store in
the morning but we close it up at night. We seem to be pretty mixed up about up!
To be knowledgeable about the proper uses of up look up the word up in the dictionary. In a desksized dictionary, it takes up almost 1/4 of the page and can add up to about thirty definitions. If you
are up to it, you might try building up a list of the many ways up is used. It will take up a lot of your
time, but if you don't give up you may wind with up to a hundred or more.
Here are a few more to help you: When it threatens to rain, we say it is clouding up When the sun
comes out, we say it is clearing up. When it rains, the earth soaks up the rain .When it does not rain for
awhile, things dry up One could go on and on, but I'll wrap it up for now . . . My time is up! Oh . . .
One more thing: What is the first thing you do in the morning and the last thing you do at night? U P!
Did that one crack you up?
ONLY OUR IMAGINED WRONGS ARE WE NOT ABLE TO FORGIVE. (L. van der Post)

To mine or not to mine?
“This report is the result of careful deliberation by qualified professionals who have spent
considerable time studying the potential effects of an open pit mine next to Kamloops. Hundreds of
documents and interviews were considered in compiling the report; the result of hours of research into
the consequences of open pit mining on communities.
The economic evaluation was developed using governmental, industry and individual data with the
intention of spanning the range of values and making conservative estimates of wages, economic
contribution, pollution clean-up costs for AMD, site remediation and other reconstruction costs.
Health data were extracted from national and international studies that tracked the effects of
airborne particulate, chemical air contamination, dust accumulations and the deleterious effects on
pulmonary as well as cardio systems. These coalesced in the cost evaluation set out in Dr. Peter
Tsigaris’ report of March 10th, 2014, at Thompson Rivers University which has been incorporated into
the report.”
So begins a 37 page report prepared by Dr. Dennis Karpiak, M.D., FRCPC, FCCP.; Ken Blawatt,
B.Sc. (M.E.), MBA, Ph.D., (P. Eng.); et al. Although health is included, it figures only as a cost factor
in this report, which is an economic study, not a health one. It is a long term report and provides an
overall assessment, considering the net cost-benefit balance and arrives at a dollar figure. The report
concludes that if the mine goes ahead full term it will cost Kamloops residents $ 40,000.00 for each
and every man, woman or child in the end. The authors stress, that this is a conservative estimate. Most
of these costs are due to the mine being in close proximity to a large number of people. Here is the
Executive Summary:
The proposal to develop an open pit mine immediately adjacent to the City of Kamloops, on the
southern boundary of the Aberdeen community presents a number of challenges along with disparate
opinions in regard to the value of the operation to people in the city and immediate region.
The mine promises some economic benefit to the area which may improve the local employment and
add to the region’s economy. Commensurately, there are negative aspects in the form of costs that will
likely accrue to the region because it may be taking most, if not all of the responsibility for the cleanup from the operation. Moreover, there will be ongoing negative effects and costs that will arise from
social, health and welfare issues. To this can be added the environmental losses that will affect the
region for centuries to come.
On balance the mining operation will cost more than it is worth. The net economic benefits are outweighed by a heavy total cost to all residents even as it generates billions of dollars in profit for the
promoters and owners of the mine.
The problem arises from what will be created during, and will remain after the operation is finished.
Mining companies leave behind devastated landscapes that for centuries to come, remain an eyesore
and serve as a source of pollution harmful to natural life around it. There is a concern the Ajax mine
site will follow that model. It is an historical fact in Canada that as a mining operation closes out its
operations it takes on the status of an abandoned, orphaned mine at which point its detritus becomes
the responsibility of people in the region, and Canadian governments. The Giant Mine in Yellowknife
for example, left behind 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide stored in underground chambers. It will
cost billions of dollars to address the situation. Then there is the Faro Mine Site in the Yukon that will
require a clean-up at a cost of $2.4 billion. Closer to home and seventeen years after the Tech-Afton
ceased operations the remediated tailings remain a concern regarding dust contamination.
The economic facts of the proposed Ajax mine are as follows; the operation is expected to provide a
total of $2.195 billion in economic benefits, primarily from the jobs that are promised by KGHM.

However this will be offset by the $6.147 billion that will be absorbed by the public through indicated
subsidized electricity, clean up and site mediation costs, lost real estate values and lost property tax
revenues as the mine expands its output and seriously begins to impact on the health and well-being of
citizens in the city of Kamloops. 5
There is no valuation in the analysis for costs that would be attributed to the premature deaths of
several people each year. These adverse effects will persist long after the term of the mine ceases. Nor
is there an economic value placed on the long term effect on the health of the population, particularly
of young children as they play and go to school in the shadow of the mine. And of course there is no
valuation set out to cover the “cost” of an environmental scar that will forever mar the southern edge
of the city.
To date this has been the most comprehensive study made, but much misunderstanding and
confusion remain. I'll try to clear up the most important. Heavy metals are believed to be literally
heavy, but they are not. It is their atomic weight that is heavy. So they don't settle in the immediate
vicinity of the mine as is widely assumed. They travel for miles embedded in tiny particles of dust.
The critical size of a particle dangerous to health is 2.5 microns or less. The 2.5 particle is, in fact,
microscopically small and represents the maximum size of a particle that can enter our blood stream.
These and smaller particles do the most health damage. Confusion reigns around the current
assessment under way and the panel review being demanded. The panel review is much more
rigorous, and has been used at the Prosperity Mine assessment, with a fraction of the population being
affected there than in Kamloops. This type of assessment is commonly used for urban areas. The
current assessment process is normally used for sparsely populated areas, and does not include a
health assessment. The panel review appears to have been deemed unnecessary because a mine already
exists here without noted health concerns directly connected to the mine. Alas, this is not to say that
such damage is not occurring. Fact is, New Gold is listed in government records as the third largest
polluter in the country, with Highland Valley second. The new mine is so large, it may well double
existing pollution. The Kamloops airshed is already pushing current government guidelines and
moving farther and farther from the goal. Tailings ponds are not ponds, they are large lakes. The
“pond” planned here is three times the size of the one that breached at Mt Polley. Dam failures are not
an exception, they are expected to occur. That is why often secondary and tertiary dikes are built.
KGHM is planning on spillage because the Company is planning on triple diking. Alas, these are for
small leaks only, and provide no security. If the big dike bursts, the small ones will be swept away.
There is no guarantee whatever that the ground water will not be contaminated. There is more. Doing
my morning walk in West Aberdeen Park one day I got down wind from four backhoes building a
retaining wall above. The smell of diesel was so thick, I ran for fresh air. Then it hit me. There will be
not four, but four hundred diesel burning vehicles operating not far above them 24/7. There is a brand
new housing development going ahead in full stream. Young couples with children occupy most. There
is an elementary school and a large daycare facility directly below the mine. Why are we confused? Oh
yeah, the Assessment Report. A stack of paper expected to be my height. The Government has given
us a month to read it and debate it. That is a reading assignment of about 700 pages a day, full of
technical information, if we read it. If we do read it all, there will be no time left to debate.

Gone but not forgotten
The following members of the KRTA passed during the 2014-2015 year.

Tom Black
Edna Dreger
Janet Doubt

Babs Enns
Joe Exner
Betty Inouye

Archie Phillips
Ted Weddell

President's Message
Welcome to a new year of retired life and welcome to our new members. I am so pleased to say that
I am starting this year off in much better health with my cancer being clear. I hope that each of you had
a wonderful summer filled with family, friends and relaxing. I did well on all three fronts. Add to that a
bountiful season of fruits and vegetables in the garden here and in Lillooet and it seems that the time
flew away.
We desperately are in need of some new folks to step forward and assist in the running and
organization of our branch. We currently have three vacancies – 2 nd Vice, Secretary and Program Chair.
Secretary and Program have been shared by two people in the past. This is a good way of volunteering
time that allows for being away. Please give some thought to taking on a small role in a very
worthwhile organization. We will be looking for many more positions in the near future. Many on the
current executive were serving when I retired 11 years ago. This is also notice that other than serving
as Past President, I am finished my roles as President, Membership and Social Concerns/Advocacy in
June. Membership will require having a computer to do email messaging that I do to you. Please give
some serious thought to coming on board.
The cost of catered lunches is an ongoing issue. Prices are continuing to go up. Craig’s Bakery just
returned my call for a pricing as I type. We had them in the past. The cost is now $15.95 for soup,
salad, sandwich and dessert. Add the $4.00 for coffee and room rental and we are at 20.00. Cost is not
just the food, but for the delivery and set up then pick up as well as the rental on plates and cutlery. I
know that for some members the cost is a challenge.
We try to get a variety of speakers and presentations that are hopefully of interest to members. Our
suggestions come from you the member. We are always open to your ideas.
I am looking forward to another productive and enjoyable year.
Darrel Johnson
President

A Day at the Lake House by Marie Laroche
I invited six friends to join me to experience a fall day at the Lake House on Lac de Roches. The
pictures [in the Internet edition, Ed] show how beautiful it was that day even though it was overcast.
We needed our jackets and it rained a little. The Patterson's had their antique cooking stove going
warming the kitchen and the fireplace in the living room was crackling. All of us gathered in the living
room to greet each other and be welcomed for coffee and the day ahead. The kitchen table was laden
with scones, muffins, fall jams, fruit and cheese and the coffee scent welcomed us. Until 3:30 we were
free to explore the heritage home and surroundings. We decided to explore the camping sites around
Sheridan Lake with our guides Doug and Alison McLean. There are some lovely campsites with
conveniences and cabins. On our way back to the Lake House around 2 pm we stopped at the Country
Peddler, a store packed to the rafters with nick knacks. We were going to have one of their famous ice
cream cones, but decided not to because we were going back to an early supper. Everything was ready
and we had another great feast. What a great outing in the country, just before the Lake House was
being closed in for the winter. Many thanks to Mary Ellen and Gordon Patterson for sharing their Lake
House history and hospitality to us in support of the Bursary. (See also pictures on www.krta.ca.)

LIFE IS A BOWL OF CHERRIES. REMEMBER THAT, EVEN AS YOU BREAK YOUR TEETH
ON THE PITS!

AT THE PATTERSON'S PLACE AT LAC DE ROCHES

Pictures by Marie Laroche

Appropriate Signs
Sign over a Gynecologist's Office:"Dr. Jones, at your cervix." In a Podiatrist's office:"Time
wounds all heels." On a Septic Tank Truck: Yesterday's Meals on Wheels At an Optometrist's
Office:"If you don't see what you're looking for, you've come to the right place." We repair
what your husband fixed." On another Plumber's truck:"Don't sleep with a drip. Call your
plumber."At a Tire Shop in Milwaukee : "Invite us to your next blowout." On an Electrician's
truck:"Let us remove your shorts." In a Non-smoking Area: "If we see smoke, we will assume
you are on fire and take appropriate action." On a Maternity Room door:"Push. Push. Push."
At a Car Dealership:The best way to get back on your feet -miss a car payment." Outside a
Muffler Shop: "No appointment necessary. We hear you coming." In a Veterinarian's waiting
room: "Be back in 5 minutes. Sit! Stay!" At the Electric Company: "We would be delighted if
you send in your payment. However, if you don't, you will be delighted." In a Restaurant
window: "Don't stand there and be hungry; come on in and get fed up." In the front yard
of a Funeral Home:"Drive carefully. We'll wait." At a Propane Filling Station: "Thank heaven
for little grills." And don't forget the sign at a CHICAGO RADIATOR SHOP: "Best place in
town to take a leak." And the best one for last............ Sign on the back of another Septic
Tank Truck: "Caution - This Truck is full of Political Promises.

Fukushima, take 2

A more recent picture on the Internet, purporting to show the current state of the advancing radiation
contamination. Note the contradiction between the two pictures. The first one shows a very extensive
contamination all the way to South America. Allowing a time gap between the pictures and its
implications notwithstanding, the question remains: were the South Pacific waters contaminated, or
not? If they were, have they cleaned themselves up? Or is this second, rather amateurish looking map a
concoction? Anything and everything may be posted on the Internet. Reader be aware!

